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FIRST PTE ACADEMIC TEST CENTER IN OMAN OPENS AT GULF COLLEGE
their results within 5 business days.
Emma Stubbs, Senior Vice President,
Language Testing, Pearson, said: “We
are very excited about the opening of
our PTE Academic test centre in
Oman. This centre complements the
centres we currently have in Dubai,
Saudi Arabia and Iraq, helping us further serve students in the Middle East.
This test centre will allow us to offer
a great number of students an English
language test that is fast, secure and
reliable.”

Last 17 April 2012, Gulf College opened the Pearson’s first test
centre for the delivery of PTE Academic in Oman. The test centre was
inaugurated by Dr Masoud al Harthy,
Deputy Director General, Programmes
and Quality Assurance, Ministry of
Higher Education. The test centre
offers frequent testing sessions for
PTE Academic, with test sessions currently offered five days a week.
PTE Academic is designed to
give a real-life measure of English
language skills through listening,
reading, speaking and writing — the
new test centre at Gulf College will
test students who need to prove their
level of academic English when applying to study at institutions abroad or
to affiliated degree programs in
Oman. PTE Academic is accepted by
universities and colleges worldwide,
as well as the UK Border Agency and
the Australian Department of Immigration and Citizenship for student
visa applications. Students can register up to 48 hours before a testing
session
and
typically
receive

(Up) Dr. Masoud Al Harthy, Deputy Director General,
Programmes and Quality Assurance, Ministry of Higher
Education while cutting the ribbon.
(Down) Dr. Taki (middle) along with the other guests
from MoHE and Pearson Test Center.

Gulf College will promote
and deliver PTE Academic — Pearson’s
secure English language test for International students — as well as preparing students for the test.
Dr Shameena Mehtab (Associate Dean
— Quality Assurance), Masood Khan
(Deputy Dean-English Department)
and Aisha Haider (Award Leader- English Department) at Gulf College were
instrumental in their efforts for initiating this new test centre with the
assistance of Ms Monica Merino of
Pearson Language Testing in the UK.

GC empowers staff via Knowledge Forum
By Dr. Antonio M. Asuncion

Gulf College keeps on widening
its perspective in terms of faculty advancement by conducting Knowledge
Forum for at least two to three times
every semester. This academic year
2011-2012, six forums were undertaken
at the H-Hall wherein the speakers came
from among the three departments of
GC.
Aimed at building knowledge,
engineering innovation, and searching
dynamics in teaching pedagogies, the
three departments participated in the
series of forum spearheaded by the GC
Chairman & CEO Dr. Issa Al Bulushi.

Commencing this year’s
forum was Dr. Agnes Ilagan’s presentation on “Contingency Management Styles for Teaching Efficacy”.
Dr. Ilagan, module tutor from the
English Language and International
Foundation
Program
(EL&IFP),
stressed that teachers should promote active teaching to require students to do their performance level
which enables them to engage in
various fun activities. “The teachers’
creative qualities and personal
(Continued on Page 3)

The Knowledge Forum is the brainchild of the Chairman & CEO, Dr. Issa Al Bulushi. He believes that the
conduct of such will redound to professional development and teaching efficacy
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Faculty of Foundation Studies conducts
extra curricular activities;
Masood inspires participants
By Dr. Antonio M. Asuncion, IFP Faculty
Three in a row of activities in one day
was held January 10, 2012, when the English
Language & International Foundation Program
Faculty, conducted extra-curricular activities at
the function halls of Gulf College. It was participated in by the two groups of students, fulltime students at 10:00 am and the part-time
students at 5:00 pm.
In the spelling competition, the student-participants from Band 2 and 4 were subjected to 15-item elimination test, wherein the
top 15 students advanced to the final round.
The final round consisted of three categories:
the 10-item easy level, 10-item average level,
and the five-item difficult level. After a series
of rounds, Nicka de Leon bagged first place,
Mohammed Anabhani landed 2nd place, and
Islam Al Jazoly got 3rd place in the first group
(full-time). While on the second group (parttime), Mohammed Salem unleashed his spelling prowess as he romped away with 1st spot,
Al Munther Said raked 2nd place, and Kareema Omar got 3rd spot.
Up against the other contestants,
Nicka de Leon aced in the extemporaneous
speaking, Islam Al Jaxoly was named 2 nd, and
Yahya Al Balushi was adjudged 3rd place in
the first group. While in the second group,
Mohammed Ali Rashid finished the competition as first place, Kareema as 2 nd place, and
Saif Saeed as 3rd place.
Held simultaneously with the other
events, the essay writing was likewise conducted at the I-Block. Hadiya Al Rawahi was
named champion and Halima Abdullah got the
2nd spot while Manar Thani and Shamsa Al
Sammaki tied at 3rd place.
Before the conduct of the said events,
Mr. Masood Khan, head of the EL&IFP Faculty, delivered his message for all the participants and the module tutors. He emphasized
that the conduct of the extra-curricular activities is a relevant training of the students
in improving their communication skills.He
underscored, “All the participants are winners
because you will surely benefit from these

Dr. Romeo C. Castillo (standing) while facilitating the Spelling Bee by distributing the materials needed.

The winners in the spelling and in the extemporaneous speaking were flanked by the organizers and the
facilitators during the awarding of certificates and token. (From L to R) Ms. Jane, Dr. Agnes, Mohamed
who emerged as champion in Spelling, Dr. Joseph, Dr. Asuncion, Ms. Romana, and Ms. Meena.

activities. The winning or the
prize is
not the true essence
of the competition but it is how
you confidently face the process of the training that counts.”
The organizers Mr Tony and Mr
Joseph along with the support
staff members to include Mr
Romeo, Ms Jane, Ms Reshma,
Ms Meena, Ms Agnes and Mr
Jamal were highly commended
for their efforts in conducting
the activities, which are geared
towards the optimum development of the students.
The next extra curricular activities are slated to be
conducted in the month of June,
2012, featuring Film viewing,
dramatic oral reading, and
spelling to be conducted at the
H-Hall.

GC PARTICIPATES IN THE
RECYCLING AWARENESS
PROGRAM
By Ms. Carmi Cruz
Senior Librarian

Inspired by its motto, ‘Live
Green, Love Green, Think Green,’
Gulf College participated in the call
to recycle old news papers when
the Muscat Daily Newspaper advertised the Recycling Awareness
Program last year.
Gulf College, being a College that propagates
environmental concerns, immediately
participated to donate to Muscat
Daily Newspaper, through the efforts of Ms. Carmi Cruz, Senior
Librarian, its old news papers that
was collected in the Library.
(See picture in Page 4)
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GC empowers
from Page 1
teaching efficacy if taken
inseparably would become
a great factor in the dissemination of expertise and
direct knowledge among
students,” Dr. Ilagan likewise added. The participants after they were
grouped into three have
presented demonstration
teaching integrating the
different management
styles towards teaching
efficacy.
Mehvish Ahsa, a
staff from the Business
Department, served as the
second speaker. She cited
that independent learning
is a very challenging teaching strategy to give students
the maximum opportunity
of developing their own
potentials and skills
through individual learning
activities like homework,
presentations, and research work. She however
warned the participants
that guidance is still
needed to ensure that right
learning is acquired.
Closing the first
semester’s Knowledge Forum this year was a lecture
presentation from the Computing Department represented by Dr. Ronald Cordova. He mentioned the
possibilities of using Web
2.0 which provides relevant
application or services such
as blog, Wikipedia, Facebook, Google docs and
maps, Flickr and Twitter in
the teaching and learning
process. These applications
stemmed from the theory
that students learn 70%90% of the concepts presented to them when they
are exposed to direct experiences and actual or
hands on activities provided
by technological tools and
web applications. He disclosed his lecture presentation by encouraging the
participants to maximize
the use of Web 2.0 to produce adept, creative and
competitive students of
Gulf College.
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GC SPONSORS
HORSE BACK RIDING
Last 9 April 2012, Gulf College provide sponsorship in the
horseback riding competition held
at Al Rahaba Garden in Barka.
Dr. Issa, the Chairman &
CEO of the Gulf College graced said
event along with Dr. Bilal and Dr.
Mohanned. Also, to exhibit support
in such activity some students from
the College attended and participated in the said event.
(From L to R) Dr. Mohanned, Computing Faculty, Dr. Issa, Chairman & CEO and the rest
of the special guests while watching the
Horse Back Riding Competition in Al Rahaba
Garden In Barka

GC Staffs while participating in the Knowledge Forum
Team building and its
implication to Gulf College was
discussed by Dr. Avelina Bergado last May 3, 2012 to open
the Knowledge Forum for the
second semester. The speaker
emphasized that teachers of
Gulf College should work as one
team if they want to achieve the
mission, goals and objectives of
the institution. Cognizant to the
presentation on team building,
Dr. Sameena Mehtab, Assistant
Dean for Quality Assurance,
reviewed the mission and goals
of the college to give the staff
the overview of the direction of
team building in the college. The
forum was highlighted with different team building activities
which were undertaken and
participated in by all the staff
including Mr. Rizwan, GC Assistant Dean for Affiliation Affairs
and Dr. Cecilia Junio-Sabio, the
GC Head for Research and Industry Engagement Centre.

Mr. Haitham Adarbah, a
module tutor from the Computing
Department, delivered his lecture
on mobile learning. Mobile learning which is more commonly
known as M-learning is proven as
an effective teaching strategy.
However, Mr. Haitham cited that it
is not regarded as a substitute
to classroom teaching; instead, it
is an effective and innovative support strategy to teaching and learning process. He proved his claim
with research outcomes derived
from different tertiary institutions
in the United Kingdom and in the
United States.
Mr. Mohammed Jamal,
EL&IFP module tutor, culminated
the Knowledge Forum for the second semester this year with his
topic titled “Behavioural Issues

and Classroom Management”.

Mr. Jamal underscored the idea
that students need to feel sense
of community to build learning
experiences inside the classroom. He likewise added, “There
is a variety of students’ background so we have to be adept
in dealing with their difficulty by
applying either autocratic or
democratic approach
as deemed necessary and
suited to behaviour issues in the
classroom.
GC’s Assistant Dean on
Quality Assurance Dr. Shameena
Mehtab said in an interview
about the plan of GC for next
year’s Knowledge Forum, “More
of our professors are slated next
academic year to present their
expertise in different disciplines.
GC as it envisions being a provider of globally-recognized education and services in the Sultanate of Oman, sustains its
efforts in establishing a creative
cognitive responsibility through
continual learning useful in generating designs, procedure and
policies all geared towards the
enhancement of curricular offerings of the different colleges of
GC.”
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RIEC holds workshop on research;
TRC, TRESS present grants to GC
By Dr. Antonio Asuncion, IFP Faculty

Research
and
Industry
Engagement
Center (RIEC) of Gulf
College which is headed
by Dr. Cecille J. Sabio
conducted last April 17,
2012
a
workshoporientation
on
the
“Overview of the Research Council of Oman
and The Electronic Submission
System
(TRESS)” at the J-Hall.

Dr. Ali mainly featured
the TRESS and the processes that entails into availing
grant and support from the
TRC. At the latter part of the
orientation, he likewise mentioned about the Strategic Research Grant. The workshoporientation ended with open
forum wherein the participants raised questions and
issues on the process of submitting research proposals
through TRESS and availing
research grants from TRC.

With the aim to
integrate research culture into the thrusts of
Gulf College, RIEC invited Dr. Ali H. Al Lawati, Director of the Department of Research
Administration of the
Research Council in
Oman, as speaker in the
said
workshoporientation.
Dr. Ali focused in
his discussion on the
mandate of The Research Council (TRC).
He said that TRC which
is established in 2005
by a Royal Decree aims
at organizing and supporting the research activities by preparing programs for implementation of the national research priorities of the
sultanate.
“One of the programs that have been
created was the Open
Research Grant (ORG).

The workshop was
attended by the entire PhD
holder faculty and heads from
the three departments.

GC participates ………
Continued from Page 3

GC’s RECYCLING AWARENESS PROGRAM
WITH MUSCAT DAILY NEWSPAPER

The areas of research on which TRC focus on are
drawn from the six major sectors, which is intrinsically linked to areas of importance for economic and
social development in the Sultanate. Of Oman.

This program aims to promote open research proposals undertaken by individual
and groups of researchers based upon
their various related research interest
through the allocation of small to midsized
grants,” Dr. Ali added in his orientation
speech. He likewise highlighted the sectors covered under the ORG for research
grant.

